Network & Classroom Management Software

Cloud-based, Modular, Affordable

What is senso.cloud?
Senso® is a cloud-based Network and Classroom Management solution that allows users to Manage
and Monitor computers throughout 1 or more schools, from a single web portal.

We have worked closely with and within schools since 2001 to understand the needs of Educators and
IT Techs regarding the management and monitoring of school computers and students.

Whether Teachers need a tool to help them teach or the Network Manager needs a tool to help
manage the network, senso® is sure to deliver the flexibility each stakeholder desires.

Benefits at a glance:
·

Cloud-based

·

Modular Features

·

Simple to set up and use

·

Affordable

How can senso.cloud help me?
IT Director / Network Manager
Senso.cloud gives you the tools you need to monitor and manage tens of thousands of machines from
a single portal. For example, you can remote control any machine, in any school, within seconds, or
check the CPU usage of an application remotely, ensuring you can pro-actively manage your estate
before problems arise. Have you recently updated Group Policy? ... Senso® can gpupdate the entire
network, instantly and these are just a few examples.

Educator / Teacher
With todays shift to cloud technologies, the classroom is being left behind in many ways. If you are
using a non-cloud based solution to monitor or help teach your students, how would you like to still be
able to monitor your students whilst you are in hospital or help students in the library? Maybe you
would like to send your students a file or demonstrate your screen to students in other schools? This
can only be truly achieved using senso.cloud where network boundaries are no more, so you can
teach or safeguard students wherever they are.

Why is senso.cloud ‘next generation’ ?
10 years ago, it was general consensus that hosting a service off premises was taboo. Things had to
be onsite where they can be managed and maintained by experts.
Today, it is the other way around. The time spent maintaining servers, whether it’s the Operating
System, Patches or the hardware itself, it is a lot cheaper if left to a solution provider offsite.

Services such as Office365 are redefining the norm, and cloud hosted solutions are clearly the way to
go. If you are still running an on premises Exchange Server, you will find the move to Office365 a nobrainer. A lot of software products are moving to the cloud and on-premises solutions are slowly being
left behind, giving rise to a more flexible way of working.

Senso® is a cloud-based solution and can take advantage of things such as Azure Active Directory for
Federated Single Sign On. But there is a lot more behind the scenes that senso® does or can take
advantage of in order to provide an unparalleled service.

One thing is for sure: you can be sure that senso® does it first.

Benefits in detail
·

No Server required and no teacher or tech console installation needed; less maintenance

·

Failover & redundancy; built on Microsoft Azure for scale, reliability and security

·

Simple installation; only 1 small application to deploy to student machines

·

Seamless updates; senso® deploys its features as needed and is self-updating

·

Modular; features can be added or updated quicker than any competitor

·

No Boundaries; senso® works over the internet

·

Support multiple schools; monitor and manage thousands of computers in multiple schools

·

Works with BYOD; even on a 3G/4G internet connection, devices still show in the portal

·

Secure; SSL Encryption and Hashing ensures everything is secure

·

Real-time; everything is real-time for instant operation and feedback

·

Affordable; pay only for the features you need, not for features you already have covered

More about us
Senso.cloud was created in response to great
feedback from thousands of schools worldwide since
2001, but also in response to changing trends in
technology within the education sector.
Leading from the front with a ‘we did it first’ attitude,
Renato Software Ltd aims to always be at the
forefront of innovation within education.

Senso.cloud is a Platform As A Service (PaaS) giving
you the flexibility you want from a tool that can adapt
to your needs over time.
We always welcome feedback so please try our
solution by visiting our website. We would love you to
help improve our solution for the benefit of all our
customers.
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